**PULE DASHBOARD 2014-2015**

**PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS**

The mission of the Youth summit is to bring together Pacific Islander middle and high school students and their families for workshops, panels, and presentations to motivate, inspire, and inform about college opportunities and resources

- **85%** of participants that attended the Youth Summit strongly agreed that the program inspired them to participate in developing their own leadership skills and helped them to understand their resources

  “It inspired me to exceed further in my education and strive for more than success”

**TOTAL PROGRAM BUDGET**

Budget: $314.07

**PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS**

- Graduates from USC have returned to take part in the PULE program

  “The fact that this space still exists after I’ve graduated makes me so proud and appreciative of my APASS family.”

- Cultural identity development is a key component of PULE, **81%** of participants strongly agree that they have become empowered to think about and examine their own cultural identity

- **85%** of participants strongly agreed that the Youth Summit helped develop a stronger sense of community

**AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT**

- Increase student participation in PULE and POTO program
- Evaluate and develop POTO peer mentoring program
- Increase outreach efforts to middle school and high school students to help strengthen the Youth Summit and overall program

**NEW DIRECTIONS**

- Explore new funding sources for PULE
- Continually improve the POTO program and Youth Summit by utilizing EPIC to enhance community awareness
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